Fauci
Sets
Stage
Mandatory Vaccines

For

Don’t think for a minute that governments ladened with big pharma
lobbyists and policy makers will not demand mandatory vaccination for
every human on earth, because they are already laying the groundwork
for it. The primary top-down driver will be the UN’s WHO.
Furthermore, look for a global tracking system on who has been
vaccinated and who has not. This will eventually include your entire
health records and will be used to limit your activities with the rest of
society. ⁃ TN Editor
Anthony Fauci, America’s most-listened-to medical professional on the
coronavirus, and apparently on all the political, economic, cultural and
social precautions every man, woman and child in the nation should take
on the coronavirus, has just warned what cooler-head coronavirus
watchers have suspected all along: that this country may never, no
never, go back to normal.
Never, that is, Fauci suggested, until a vaccine is developed. And by
logical extension, that’s to say — never, until a vaccine is developed that
must then be included on the required list of shots for all children to
attend school.

What great news for Big Pharma.
What great news for Bill Gates who just announced his foundation is
going to spend billions of dollars to help build factories for seven
possible coronavirus vaccine makers. “Spend” is probably the wrong
word here. Invest is more like it.
After all, Gates, first and foremost, is a businessman. A billionaire
businessman who made his billions in Microsoft and who just left his
billion-dollar Microsoft enterprise to pursue other matters — specifically,
to “serve humanity,” is how the Economic Times put it, in a March
headline.
For a taste of how he’s already served humanity, one need only look to
the disastrous Common Core one-size-fits-all, top-down education plan
that his foundation bankrolled.
From education to vaccinations — the service to humanity never ends.
But this is what Fauci just warned, at a White House briefing with
reporters: “When we get back to normal, we will go back to the point
where we can function as a society. But … [i]f you want to get back to
pre-coronavirus, that might not ever happen in the sense that the threat
is there. But I believe that with the therapies that will be coming online,
and the fact that I feel confident that over a period of time we will get a
good vaccine, that we will never have to get back to where we are right
now.”
He also said this: “If back to normal means acting like there never was a
coronavirus problem, I don’t think that’s going to happen until we do
have a situation where you can completely protect the population.”
This — as the dire, dark, deathly numbers that sent America into
coronavirus panic in the first place were just revised downward.
“America’s most influential coronavirus model just revised its estimates
downward,” The Washington Post reported.
This — as Gates, the guy who has been the face of warning about the
“nightmare scenario” of the coronavirus outbreak, just said the

predicted death toll may not be as high as, well, predicted. Yes, viruses
are, after all, seasonal.
This — as deaths due to the coronavirus are wildly open to
interpretation, wildly speculative, wildly unscientific.
Read full story here…

